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70th Anniversary VJ Day/ End of the Second World War
To mark the 70th Anniversary of VJ day and the end of the Second World War, we are holding an
event at the St Brigid’s Centre, Newmains, Lanarkshire, ML2 9DA, on Sunday 16th August.
The event will begin at 2pm with a Memorial Service conducted by Sister Maria Goretti of St Brigid’s
Church, the Rev. Paul Grant of Stonehouse St Ninian’s Church of Scotland and the Rev Georgie Baxendale,
a retired minister of the Church of Scotland. Paul is an old friend whose words have touched many when he
has been with us on previous occasions. Georgie has also been a good friend when we have been with her at
recent FEPOW events. She became involved with the story of the Far East POWs when, on entering the
ministry, she met one of the veterans. In the years which followed, it seemed that in every new parish which
she moved to, there was yet another former FEPOW. She has a great fondness and admiration for the men
and is very sympathetic to their story. Sister Maria Goretti is pastoral assistant at St Brigid’s and although
she has not previously been involved in our Services, we are sure that her warm personality will make
everyone feel welcome on the day.
Following the Memorial Service, there will be a number of presentations made beginning with Ian Forsyth,
MBE, President of the Hamilton Branch, Royal British Legion Scotland, who served in Normandy during
WW2. He will be followed by Jenny Martin who was actually born in Changi Jail, Singapore, where her
mother was interned following the fall of Singapore. Jenny will tell something of what life was like for those
held in that grim place. Following Jenny will be Kathleen Kane who made the trip to Taiwan in February
2014 to visit the sites of the hell camps at Kinkaseki and Kukutsu where her late father, Johnny ‘Dempsey’
Kane and others were held. Similarly, Gill Friel, whose late father, William ‘Red ‘ Burns toiled on the Death
Railway before being transported to Japan, made a trip to Thailand in February of this year to follow the
footsteps of her father along the length of the railway line.
When the Presentations are over everyone is invited to a buffet in the 'Wee Hall'. Then those who wish will
have the opportunity to visit the Lanarkshire Yeomanry Memorials at Carluke and Wishaw and leave
personal tributes if desired.

Tom McKie
It is with great sadness that we record the passing of Tom McKie earlier this
year. Tom was a very special friend and never failed to make the long train
journey from Birmingham to Lanarkshire to attend our events. He will be
instantly remembered as the tall, erect figure in blazer and flannels with a
black beret adorned with the double headed eagle, the badge of his beloved
Lanarkshire Yeomanry.
Tom’s story is special and we have included a copy of his Obituary which was
carried in the Herald, the Scotsman and the Dumfries Standard. Over the years
he was the leading light in the Birmingham FEPOW Club and was one of the
driving forces behind the FEPOW Memorial at the National Arboretum. He
ensured that it was kept pristine at his own personal expense.
In recent years he had become something of a national figure when he featured in a number of BBC TV
Programmes and was a special guest at the premiere of the films The Railway Man and Unbroken. Just
weeks before his death, Tom was a guest at Buckingham Place and he so impressed the Queen’s Equerry that
the Equerry brought Her Majesty over to meet him and Tom was tickled pink when the Queen addressed him
by his first name and spoke with him for some time.
Tom was the kind of man who was comfortable to be in the company of dustmen or royalty. His funeral was
a moving experience and was well attended by friends and representatives of the various FEPOW Groups
with which he had a connection, particularly the Java Club with whom he had been very close in recent
years. He will be sorely missed.

Remembrance
On Remembrance Sunday, 9th November, the
annual Remembrance Service organised by
North Lanarkshire Council was held at the
Cenotaph in Duchess Park, Motherwell.
The Lanarkshire Yeomanry were represented by
Anne Gilmour (William Barrie) Agnes Dougan
(John McEwan) Tom Knight (Jimmy Tominey)
Nancy Smith and Anne Humphries (Andrew
McKay), and Marion Anderson (Bill Shields).
The Lanarkshire Yeomanry wreath was laid by
Marion Anderson.

Later in the week, at 11am on
Tuesday 11th November 2014,
family members of men of the
Lanarkshire Yeomanry gathered
at the Armed Services Garden in
Belhaven Park, Wishaw, to
remember loved ones. After a
brief service during which
contractors operating nearby with
heavy equipment sensitively
ceased working, wreaths and
tributes were laid at the
Lanarkshire Yeomanry
Memorial.
Included were tributes in respect of Harold Coleman of the 156th Lanarkshire Yeomanry, and William
Barrie, Bill Shields, Andrew McKay, Frank Kelso and John McEwan of the 155th Lanarkshire Yeomanry. It
was particularly moving to find that some young men from the Air Training Corps had turned up in support
of the day.

Raymond Poland
One of the positive things to come out of our attendance at Tom’s
funeral was meeting Raymond Poland. Although we had known of the
existence of a Raymond Poland as a former member of the 155th
Lanarkshire Yeomanry, we had never before been in contact therefore
it was a great pleasure to meet him for the first time. Like all those
who had been POWs in the Far East, Raymond had had an
‘interesting’ time. Before the war, he had intended to pursue a career
in nursing and, when a POW on the Death Railway, this interest was
put to positive use when he became a nursing orderly in some of the
most extreme conditions. After the war ended he formally trained as a
nurse where he met his wife, Grace, who was also in nursing. Sadly
Raymond is now a widower but retains an active and alert mind,
something which we have been grateful for in our continuing search
for information about the Lanarkshire Yeomanry. Raymond has now
also joined the Java Club and his story will be told in the October
edition of the Club’s Journal.

The Lanarkshire Yeomanry Award

This June we were
once again invited to
the
Annual
Prizegiving of the
Cathedral Primary
School in Motherwell
to present the
Yeomanry Award.
Winners 2015

Winners 2014

This award was instituted some years ago by the family of former Gunner, John McEwan, in his memory
and that of his friends and comrades. It is presented to the pupil (or pupils) who in the opinion of their peers
and school staff have shown greatest kindness and consideration to others. It was felt that this was a
reminder of the care, compassion and goodness which was shared by the FEPOWs, particularly the men of
the 155th, during their terrible ordeal.

Japan Rewrites History Once Again
Our attention has been very recently drawn by a FEPOW group in
the United States to the current Japanese attempt to have 23 of its
industrial locations included in UNESCO’s list of World Heritage
Sites. Among them are many where Allied POWs slaved, and in
many cases, died, as a result of cruelty and starvation. Japan’s
economic success since the end of the Second World War was, to a
large extent, built upon industries which during the war depended
heavily upon that very slave labour. As well as thousands of POWs
there were over 25000 impressed workers from South Korea.
POWs from Funatsu Nagoya September 1945
In the very slick and professional video produced as part of Japan’s application for World Heritage
recognition, there is absolutely no reference to this fact. Instead there is constant mention of the cheerfulness,
dedication, sacrifice and hard work of the Japanese people
The following headings above a glossy and impressive film will give an idea:FROM A SMALL ASIAN NATION TO A WORLD ECONOMIC POWER - WHERE DID THE STORY OF
MODERN JAPAN BEGIN?
UNDERLYING IT ALL WERE THE HUMAN LIVES THAT BUILT AND SUSTAINED MODERN
INDUSTRY
THE SWEAT AND TEARS THAT NURTURED THE WAY AND THE LIFE AND KNOWLEDGE BASE
THAT ARE OUR TRUE INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE
THE RISE OF MODERN JAPAN IS THE STORY OF THE (JAPANESE) MEN AND WOMEN WHOSE
PASSION POWERED A NEW ERA - THEIR LAUGHTER, THEIR TEARS
WE HAVE NEVER FORGOTTEN THOSE HUMAN LIVES.

What they have forgotten are the thousands of non Japanese who suffered and died to
sustain the success that Japan now seeks to portray as a cultural success and an
example to the whole world. No wonder that there have been many protests made to
UNESCO.
We have also sent a letter of protest to UNESCO. If you are interested further in this
story, the internet is awash with concerns about yet another example of Japan seeking
to rewrite history and to airbrush out aspects with which they should be ashamed.
Jim Fergusson of the 155th on release from Fukuoka 5 POW camp in Japan

Obituary: The Scotsman
Tom McKie: Courageous veteran POW who survived the Death Railway
Born 22nd July, 1920 in Dumfriesshire. Died 24th March 2015, aged 94
Tom McKie was a former soldier and prisoner of war of the Japanese
who during the Second World War survived the terror of the Death
Railway built between Thailand and Burma at an enormous cost in
human life.
Born in a small village near Dumfries where his father worked on the
railway, Tom and his family moved to a small railway house at
Closeburn, near Thornhill, when he was very young. He was second
in a family of six and things became difficult when his father died
when Tom was only 11.
Leaving school at 15, Tom began work in the forests which
surrounded the area and when 19, volunteered for the Lanarkshire
Yeomanry, the local territorial regiment. The Yeomanry was a
volunteer cavalry unit which recruited from Lanarkshire and
Dumfriesshire.
On the outbreak of the war, Tom was mobilised and joined his regiment at Lanark. However, within a very
short period of time, he was part of a detachment of the Yeomanry sent to France to assist the British
Expeditionary Force. His role was on the ill-famed Maginot Line – a series of fortifications on the FrenchGerman Border – where he remained until June the following year when the Wehrmacht swept through the
Low Countries, by-passing the fixed defences of the Maginot Line.
Ordered to make his own way home, Tom and some others hitched their way across France until reaching
the Channel coast where they persuaded a young French fisherman to ferry them across the Channel. But no
sooner was he safely on British soil than he was sent back to sea, this time as part of the escort aboard the SS
Arandora Star which was conveying Italian internees and German prisoners of war to Canada.
They were only one day out from Liverpool and in the Atlantic north of Ireland, when they were sunk by a
German U-Boat. Tom was among the survivors and returned to his regiment to find that it was now part of
the Royal Artillery.
In March 1941, Tom and his regiment, the 155th (Lanarkshire Yeomanry) Field Regiment, RA, were sent to
India to prepare for action in the North African Desert against Rommel’s Afrika Korps but the increasingly
belligerent attitude of the Japanese resulted in two Batteries being ordered to Malaya.
Tom’s Battery was destined to stay behind in India but on the day the other two Batteries were entraining,
Tom was at the railway station on other duties when spotted by one of the battery commanders, Major Jock
Wilson.
“Come over here, McKie”, Major Wilson shouted, “we are short a man”.
When Tom protested that he had no equipment he was told:
“It’s men we need, not equipment. Get over here!” And so Tom found himself en route for duty in Malaya
and subsequent hell as a PoW of the Japanese. Major Wilson was later killed by a sniper in January 1942 at
the battle of Bata Pahat in Malaya.
Tom fought with his regiment from Jitra in the north of Malaya all the way down the peninsula. In January
1942 they found themselves in “fortress” Singapore.
On 15 February 1942 Singapore fell to the Japanese and Tom was among the tens of thousands of Allied
servicemen who, as prisoners of war, trudged their way to Changi. Initially held in Changi Jail, they were
taken out on one occasion and marched down to the beach. Believing it to be some sort of work party, the
young gunners were happy at the prospect of a possible paddle. However, along the edge of the sea, they saw
the bodies of dozens of Chinese men, women and children who had been tied in groups and then shot. Tom
recalled: “We thought that it was our turn next and I turned to the man beside me and said, 'Well, all the
best, hope to see you up there.’”
But the shocked gunners were handed shovels and set to dig holes in the sand to bury the unfortunate
Chinese.

Later sent up country to Siam in crammed metal cattle trucks, Tom and thousands of other PoWs slaved on
the Death Railway. Half starved and continually abused by brutal and malevolent guards, the men laboured
as slaves. Tom counted himself lucky that he managed to avoid chronic sickness and disease. He was
frequently a volunteer on burial parties – except that they did not bury the unfortunate cholera victims …
they burned them on funeral pyres. “It was a scene from hell that I will never forget,” said Tom.
Once the railway was completed, Tom and the others were returned down line to the large clearing camp at
Non Pladuk in Thailand. Towards the end of the war, the railway was virtually unusable owing to Allied
bombings and, as an alternative, the Japanese began to build a road from Mergui in the west of Siam to
Burma. Tom was among those selected as labour.
He recalled: “The railway was bad but this was worse.”
Food was non-existent and more than half the PoWs died from disease and malnutrition. Eventually the
terror was to end. The first Tom knew was when the Japanese guards disappeared – one minute they were
there, the next they were gone.
Making his way on foot down the muddy track of the so-called “Mergui Road” along with the other pitiful
survivors, Tom experienced many scenes of horror. “Even worse than the railway”, he said. That he
survived, he maintains, was down to his sheer bloody-mindedness and determination to survive. And survive
he did.
Once repatriated, Tom was one of the first of the Thornhill contingent of PoWs to arrive back home but each
day was a nightmare with relatives of others of the 155th seeking information on their loved ones. Tom
could barely endure it and was relieved to be sent to Glasgow where he was discharged as medically unfit for
further army service.
Sent to a resettlement centre in Wolverhampton, he initially tried to join the police but was unsuccessful.
Walking along the street one day he saw a notice about careers in the prison service and within days was
once more behind bars.
He had a long and successful career spending most of his service at Winson Green Prison in Birmingham
where he got to know the Russian spy, Konon Molody, better known as Gordon Lonsdale, mastermind of the
Portland Spy Ring. In 1964, just before being exchanged for the British businessman, Greville Wynne, who
had been arrested by the Russians for espionage, Molody confided in Tom that he did not expect to have a
long life. In this he was correct, dying in mysterious circumstances not long after he had been returned to
Russia.
After his retiral, Tom concentrated his efforts in the
work of the Far East PoW organisations which
looked after the interests of former prisoners and
their families, an interest which he had begun
following his return from the Far East after the war.
He was a well-known and popular figure, most
prominently as Standard Bearer of the Birmingham
Branch of the FEPOW Group.

Tom chats with Col. David Cranstoun, TD., Deputy Lord
Lieutenant of Lanarkshire at unveiling of the Lanarkshire
Yeomanry Memorial at Carluke.

Tom with Colin Firth
at the Premiere of 'The Railway Man'.

In recent years, despite his increasing age, he
featured prominently in a number of FEPOW
related events, not least his 2012 appearance on
the TV documentary, Singapore 1942: End of
Empire. Only last year he was a guest of honour at
the London premiere of the film, The Railway
Man where he greatly impressed actor Colin Firth
who played the part of PoW Eric Lomax.

In February of this year, Tom was an invited guest at Buckingham
Palace at an event to celebrate the birthday of Sophie, the Countess of
Wessex, patron of the Java Club, a FEPOW organisation with which
Tom was closely involved. He was tickled pink when, on being
introduced to the Queen, she addressed him by his first name and
chatted with him for some time. Tom’s wife Jean died four years ago
and although they had no children of their own, their god-daughter,
Wendy, filled that place for them. Our sympathy is extended to Wendy
and all Tom’s friends in the FEPOW world. He will be sorely missed.

(above) Tom, in the stance by which
he will always be remembered. Tall,
erect and immaculately turned out.
The image of a soldier.
(right) Tom with Kelly Gallagher MBE and
Charlotte Evans, MBE, Olympic Gold Medal
Winners at Buckingham Palace, February 2015.

The Story of the Men of the 155th
(Lanarkshire Yeomanry) Field Regiment RA
It became apparent after the publication of Death Was Our Bedmate, that
there was a continuing interest in what had happened to each of the men
of the Regiment. Over the years, we had acquired a significant amount of
information and material about the men but owing to the word restrictions
imposed by Pen and Sword in Death Was Our Bedmate, we had not been
able to use it.This has now been remedied in the soon to be published
Fireside Sojers which contains pen pictures of all the men of the 155th
(Lanarkshire Yeomanry) Field Regiment RA who served in Malaya,
including those of the Corps of Signals and other regiments who were
temporarily attached to the regiment during this time and as POWs. The
book is being produced at our own expense and will be available at a cost
of £7 per copy with an additional £3 for p&p. For further details, please
contact us.

Yeomanry Badged Items

Jacket and sports bag
both £25. Other items
available cost less.
Contact details:

We have recently bought a number of
items from a supplier of military and
equestrian clothing and, as we have
been very pleased with the quality of
the items and the service provided, we
thought that our experience might be of
interest to others seeking that ‘different’
gift.
The Company supply an extensive range of items, sports tops, sweaters, polo shirts etc. but
what is special is that they embroider a badge of your choice on the items. We have been very
impressed with the quality of the embroidered Lanarkshire Yeomanry badge. The company,
Military and Equestrian Clothing, advertises on Ebay where their range can be seen. They can
be contacted at info@mileqclothing.com or telephone 01937 844238.
Agnes Dougan, 2 Castle View, Newmains, ML2 9PQ tel: 01698 382330
agnes.dougan@live.com
Campbell Thomson:
tel: 07870140357
campbell.thomson@live.co.uk

